This paper presents the opinion of Dr. Craig E. McCoy, DO FACOG FPMRS. Bovie Medical Corporation’s J-Plasma® electrosurgical
generators and hand pieces are indicated for the delivery of helium gas plasma to cut, coagulate, and ablate soft tissue during open
and laparascopic surgical procedures. The safety and effectiveness of J-Plasma® for the treatment and prevention of intra-abdominal
adhesions has not been established. Dr. McCoy is a paid consultant to Bovie Medical Corporation.
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Introduction
Abdominal adhesions the silent, expensive byproduct of surgical procedures
Abdominal adhesions are fibrous, sometimes vascular bands of scar tissue that form between organs or tissues
in the abdomen.1 The adhesions’ ability to limit the normal mobility and function of intra-abdominal organs
appears to be the main source for their pathology. Injury to or inflammation of a serosal surface generally
initiates the formation of adhesion.2 This complex process activates the inflammatory immune cascade that
ultimately leads to the laying down of fibrin strands, if degradation does not occur in a timely manner.
Mesothelial cells are the key mediators of matrix remodeling through their response to mechanical, physical,
and chemical signaling.3 The mesothelium appears to be a major source of peritoneal fibrinolytc activators 4,5
and plays a central part in adhesion formation.
The formation of postoperative abdominal adhesions is a major cause of morbidity, resulting in multiple
complications many of which manifest years later.6,7 Total costs related to adhesions have been estimated to be
1.2 billion U.S. dollars per year in the U.S.8 Menzies and Ellis found that 93% of patients who had undergone one
or more previous surgeries had intra-abdominal adhesions.9 It was reported that 5.7% of the hospital
readmissions after any kind of previous abdominal surgery were directly related to adhesions and 3.8% of these
admissions were treated by laparotomy to correct the problem of the formed adhesions.10
Previous gynecologic surgery is the second most common cause of adhesive small bowel obstruction after
colorectal surgery.10, 11,12,13 Moderate to severe adhesions may be responsible for 40% of infertility.14 A
prospective study revealed that 200 (82%) of 224 patients suffering from chronic pelvic pain had only adhesions
and no other disease; they underwent primary laparoscopic adhesiolysis and three months after adhesiolysis,
74% of the patients were pain free or had less pain.15

Challenge
Methods of adhesion prevention
In terms of clinical interventions, adhesion prophylaxis is a very appealing therapeutic target since the window
of time for a successful intervention is relatively small (in the order of 5-7 days).3 The main prevention strategies
for surgical adhesions are:


Pharmacologic agents strategies target the immune response to adhesion formation, yet contain a long
list of failed agents including corticosteroids, antihistamines, dextran, saline, anti-cytokine agents,
recombinant tissue plasminogen activators, aprotinin, octreotide and heparin.16,17



Barrier strategies, such as Interceed, are believed to prevent adhesions by offering an inert and inactive
barrier to cellular adhesion, since the constituent of this material does not appear to alter the signaling
or behavior of mesothelial cells directly.18 Ideally, such a barrier should be anti-adhesive, highly
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biocompatible, resorbable, adherent to traumatized surfaces, effective on an oozing surface, applicable
through the laparoscope, and relatively inexpensive. As yet, such an ideal barrier does not exist.19
Additionally, the data is not overwhelming for the use of barrier products for prevention of adhesions
and has been criticized due to the added cost to health care. In fairness, Wilson et. al. estimated that
between 5,686 and 7,766 patients would be necessary to evaluate adhesion over the escalating
economic burden of health care, particularly in the United States. Straight forward prevention from a
cost-effectiveness perspective in a randomized prospective trial, such that completion of such a rigorous
study would be difficult at best.20


Surgical intervention strategies have focused mainly on limiting tissue injury by avoiding powdered
gloves, minimizing tissue handling, avoiding desiccation of tissues, and other modification to the surgical
technique that might decrease trauma.1 Interestingly, when the surgical trauma of laparotomy is
reduced to a laparoscopic approach, experimental tumor growth has been shown to be significantly
attenuated.21,22 The reduction in tumor growth seems to be due to a less pronounced immune
dysfunction after the reduced surgical trauma.23

Current surgical strategies lack proactive prevention
Despite the known burden of adhesions, both surgeons and health care administrators remain unconvinced that
the current evidence for adhesion prevention products warrant routine use.20 Kaptanoglu et.al state the most
effective means of limiting adhesions is by using an appropriate surgical technique that includes gentle tissue
handling, gentle dissection, meticulous hemostasis avoidance of extensive thermal injury, adequate irrigation,
avoidance of foreign bodies such as powdered gloves and non-absorbable suture materials, and prevention of
infection.24 Since laparoscopic procedures result in a more gentle manipulation of tissues, lower bleeding, and
lower contamination with foreign bodies then conventional “open” surgery, there have been many claims made
that laparoscopy also reduces the incidence of postoperative adhesions. 25 The literature clearly supports these
claim; however, the fact remains that adhesions still occur.
The question still unanswered is why? Many factors may influence the development of adhesions, including
mechanical trauma, chemical irritation, drying of the serosa, bleeding into the abdominal cavity, ischemia,
infection, and foreign materials,2 with mechanical injury and tissue ischemia playing pivotal roles. Plus, in
addition to thermal injury caused by surgical instruments such as electrocautery and laser equipment, factors
such as tissue dryness, crushing, and clamping are thought to cause or facilitate adhesion formation.26 Amaral
and coworkers performed laparoscopic cholecystectomies on pigs to evaluate postoperative adhesion formation
caused by different surgical instruments. They reported that the incidence of adhesions caused by harmonic,
electrocautery, and laser surgery were 22%, 67%, and 78% respectively, and assumed the differences resulted
from the degree of tissue damage caused by each energy source. They concluded surgical instruments can be
selected to reduce postoperative adhesion formation.27
The need exists for an innovative surgical option, both technique and instrumentation that offers minimal tissue
injury and further reduces adhesions formation while delivering safe, effective, and long lasting patient
outcomes.

The Solution
J-Plasma® from Bovie Medical Corporation is a new FDA-cleared electrosurgical device harnessing the power of
helium gas plasma for precise and controlled treatment of soft tissue. This groundbreaking multi-modal
electrosurgical instrument is an alternative to traditional monopolar, bipolar, or laser devices. J-Plasma allows
surgeons to probe, scalpel, fulgurate, coagulate, dissect, ablate and paint diseased tissues in continuous or
pulsed modes, without grounding pads, eye protection, wet surgical drapes, or calibration procedures in both
open and laparoscopic surgery.28
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The use of nonconductive currents limits direct injury and tissue spread and reduces the risk of direct and
capacitive coupling. Additionally, J-Plasma allows for excision or ablation of abdominal adhesions with controlled
precision and reduced fear of injury to adjacent vital organs or tissues. With virtually no thermal flow or
collateral tissue damage, surgeons are afforded a new, innovative surgical tool for tackling abdominal adhesions.
Table 1.0 provides a comparison of existing surgical energy modalities available to gynecologists. The following
identifies variable differences in the devices and their use in surgery.
Table 1.0 - Surgical Energy Modality Comparison
Modality

Energy Source

Helium Plasma
(RF)
Electrosurgical Generator
Monopolar Pencil
(RF)
Frictional Heat
Ultrasonic/Harmonic
(High-frequency/Mechanical)
Highly Concentrated Light Emission
CO2 Laser
(Gas Excitation)
Argon Plasma
Argon Plasma
(Argon Beam
(RF / Monopolar)
Coagulator)
Direct Current /
Electrocautery
Device Resistive Heating
J-Plasma®

Thermal Flow Conduit

Thermal Spread
Collateral
36

Energy Control
Continuous or
Pulsed

Plasma Envelope (Tissue Surface)

0.2mm per side

Direct Contact (i.e. electrode)
(Tissue Current Density Heating)
Direct Contact
(Tip / Tissue Frictional Interface)
Concentrated Light
(Target Tissue Surface Heating)

8.5mm (mean width)
Continuous
[33]
2-3mm per side of
Continuous or
37
the jaws
Pulsed
Continuous or
38
0.3mm per side
Pulsed

Plasma Envelope
(Tissue Surface & Deeper to Pad)

1.4mm per side

Direct Contact

varies

39

Continuous
Continuous

The Results
My career as a gynecologic surgeon has spanned over 20 years. It is rare not to encounter some form of
adhesions when performing laparoscopy for female pelvic pain. Although I would agree that adhesions in and of
themselves do not cause pain, their ability to restrict movement and function does. A logical step is to remove
any adhesions when feasible in a manner that will reduce recurrent adhesion formation. To date, satisfactory
barrier methods do not exist that significantly reduce adhesions without adding to the economic burden on the
health care system.
Viewing surgical instrumentation as an alternative to reduced adhesion formation has been stagnant due to the
lack of alternative energy sources availability over the past decade. This has changed now with Bovie’s J-Plasma.
Tissue studies support that its precise application results in minimal lateral and depth of spread. The ability to
apply this energy in a cutting manner with reduced bleeding and tissue ischemia prompted me to implement
this device in my practice over two years ago. I have seen, anecdotally, a lengthened pain free interval and
increased patient satisfaction in those patients treated with J-Plasma. For those patients that a second
procedure was necessary, fewer adhesions were seen.
In my practice, J-Plasma has proven to be a safe, precise, and economical tool for treating pelvic and abdominal
adhesions. I hypothesize the differentiator impacting adhesion formation and its reoccurrence in my practice is
the J-Plasma for the following reasons:

Minimally invasive approach
Experimental and clinical studies have brought evidence that surgical trauma markedly affects the immune
system, including both the specific and the non-specific immune response.29 Probably the most successful way
to reduce surgical trauma-induced immunosuppression is to reduce the extent of trauma. This is achieved by
careful operation; however, it may imply the use of a minimally invasive approach including laparoscopic
surgery.30,31,32
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Minimal, but directed energy
Minimal energy is required for adhesiolysis with J-Plasma. My preferred settings are 20% power with 4 Liters of
flow. I extend the blade or needle point approximately 2 mm and begin the process of reducing the adhesions in
the standard laparoscopic microsurgical technique. The energy is directed in front of the tip and allows for direct
visualization. It is easy to see that no escar forms and minimal if any lateral tissue injury occurs. (To view videos
of J-Plasma used to perform adhesiolysis, go to www.boviemedical.com). J-Plasma avoids the explosive effect of
monopolar electrosurgery energy.

Minimal lateral and depth spread
With J-Plasma, as with all surgical energy devices, the lateral spread of the instrument depends on multiple
factors. With the typical default settings, the J-Plasma energy has a maximum depth of spread of about 2mm
and a maximum lateral spread of about 4mm. In comparison, Sutton et. al demonstrated that the monopolar
pencil has a depth of thermal damage of 4.75mm with mean with of spread of 8.5mm at 20w/10w pure
coagulation33. This would support that less surgical injury is occurring with J-Plasma and would meet one of the
suggested criteria for the reduction of adhesions.
Cold Plasma
Another proposed source for adhesion formation is infection. Although the infection rate is reduced with
laparoscopy, it has to be assumed that some bacteria are introduced into the abdominal cavity at the time of
surgery. Researchers discovered that bacteria cannot cope with the harsh environment created by plasma;
bacteria died in large numbers in a matter of minutes and even seconds depending on the strength of the
bacterial strain.34 The ability of plasma to kill bacteria cells and to accelerate the proliferation of specific healthy
tissue cells , known as the “plasma kill/plasma heal” process, has led scientists to investigate the use of cold
plasma for wound care.34 This may prove in the future to be a benefit of using cold plasma in laparoscopy.
Jacobi et al35 did a study that looked at adhesion prevention. In one of their study arms, they used helium for
insufflation and found a lower postoperative adhesion scores when compared to open procedures or
laparoscopy using CO2 gas. They theorize this to be secondary to the antibacterial effects related to helium. The
J-Plasma electrosurgical device works by passing inert helium gas through an electrically-charged retractable
surgical blade to create cold plasma.

Conclusion
Abdominal and pelvic adhesions have the potential to cause significant morbidity and in some instances
mortality. The economic burden on the health care system is apparent. Prevention of adhesion-related
morbidity offers a real opportunity for cost savings in health care expenditures,19 as well as improved patient
outcomes. Additionally, current studies and firsthand experience strongly support that the unique properties of
J-Plasma appear to contribute to the prevention of abdominal adhesions. The device’s ability for reduced lateral
or depth of energy spread directly limits the trauma to the local tissue. Additionally, the device does not require
any crushing mechanism to be effective nor does it have a drying effect on tissue. The antibacterial effect of the
plasma, as well as free Helium gas, is yet to be determined; however, preliminary laboratory studies are showing
promise. Future clinical studies may determine whether the use of J-Plasma as an energy source in laparoscopic
surgery results in less postoperative adhesions.
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